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GEORGIA TECH STUDENT STATISTICS
 Student population: 39,772 (Fall 2020)
 16,562 undergraduates
 23,210 postgraduates







Total degrees conferred in 2020 
(2020 Georgia Tech Fact Book)
School of Engineering College of Computing
Scheller College of Business College of Sciences
College of Design Ivan Allen College










 12,000 linear feet of manuscripts and artifacts
 32,000 books, serials, other publications
Staffing





 Reading room 
 2 archivists
 3 staff







User Affiliation (June 2019-June 
2021)
Undergraduate students None











Internal users External users None
Internal vs. External Users (June 
2019-June 2021)
Percentage of Archives Users
WHY IMPLEMENT 
THE STANDARDS?
 Spring 2019 Timing
 Moved into remodeled building 
with new centrally located 
reading room in January 2019
 Recently revised reading room 
workflows and added public 
services interns
 Undergoing a reorganization 
and reprioritization of projects 
and services in department
 Existing need to share impact 
outside of the department
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
March 2019: Determining institutional 
priorities
 Reviewed the standards document and created a 
local document with recommended measures 
based on current tools
 Turned this document into an implementation plan 
with phases highlighted in green, yellow, and red to 
illustrate priorities
 Shared document with department
PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
Fall 2019
Phase I: All basic and some advanced measures for most 
domains
Spring 2020
Phase II: Add reference transactions, basic online 
interactions, and selected advanced measures
Fall 2020 and beyond
Phase III: Additional advanced measures related to time 
and question complexity
IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS
 Phase I: Fall 2019
 All goes according to plan
 Minor inconsistencies from user error
 Phase II: Postponed in 2020
 Disruptions from Covid-19 pandemic
 New library dean and department merger
 Phase II: Spring 2021
 Began tracking 2.0 Reference Transactions 
using Jira
 Step by step procedures added to Confluence
 Controlled vocabulary to track question method 
and question purpose
 ILL requests
TOOLS FOR DATA COLLECTION
Aeon
• 1.0 User Demographics
• 3.0 Reading Room Visits
• 4.0 Collection Use
• 6.0 Instruction & 7.0 Exhibits
• 4.10 Reproduction Requests
Confluence
• Workflows and documentation
• Wiki
Jira
• 2.0 Reference Transactions
• 6.0 Instruction
• 4.0 Collection Use




• Local data points
• Controlled vocabulary












 Lack of consistency in using 
Aeon and Jira
 Time consuming to gather 
stats and metrics and update 
spreadsheets
 Lack of control over library-
wide tools used for data 
collection
 Multiple tools that don’t 
communicate well with each 
other
BENEFITS OF IMPLEMENTING STANDARDS
 Data-driven decision making
 Prioritizing collections for digitization
 Contributing to the library’s impact 
report
 Contributing the library’s ARL 
statistics report
 Contributing to the Institute strategic 
plan
 Showing impact and relevance 
during Covid shutdown
 Improves ability to communicate the 
impact of the Archives department 
and staff
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
 Count number of reproductions 
created
 Gather user demographics data 
from Jira and combine with 
Aeon
 Work with Public Programming 
Librarian to track archives-
related events
 Discuss tools for collecting 
online usage data for 
forthcoming digital repository 
 Upcoming move from Jira into 
ServiceNow
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